Feature

Benefit

New!
Wide Open Threading

The front opens completely to reveal the loopers which significantly improves
the ease of threading the serger.

New!
Integrated Thread Cutter
New!
Cutting Width Gauge
New!
Needle Threader
New!
Accessories in Lower
Looper Cover
New!
Lower Drive Knife
Mechanism

The thread cutter is built into the needle plate. Trim threads near the end of
fabric by pushing down the lever.
Adjustable cutting width gauge attaches to needle plate to ensure the fabric is
cut and sewn consistently.
Easy to use needle threader eliminates cumbersome needle threading.

Here you will find the most commonly used accessories, neatly arranged and
right at hand.

Provides better visibility then a standard serger.

2 Thread Serger

Sews beautiful edges on lightweight fabrics or lingerie.

3 Thread Serger

Sew rolled edges, decorative stitching, and more.

4 Thread Serger

Sew a secure stitch with ease.

Differential feed

Ensures wave-free seams in knits and prevents puckering in fine fabrics - at
the same time allowing deliberate gathering.
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Feature

Benefit

Tension Release

Allows threads to pull easily when presser foot is up.

Fast and Efficient

1,300 stitches-per-minute, trimming and overcasting the raw edges at
the same time for quality seam finishes.

Electronic Speed Control

Stitch Length Dial

Portable

Accessories

Extra-High Presser Foot Lifter

Consumer’s Choice

25 Year Limited Warranty

Guarantees consistent sewing speed with no jump starts.

Effortlessly adjust the length of a stitch pattern.

Carry handle makes for trouble-free to transporting.

Standard foot, brush, screw driver (large and small), stitch fingers, two
thread converter, oiler, extra cutter, wrench, 4 thread nets, tweezers, 4
spool discs, 4 spool holders, 4 spool caps, foot controller with power
cord, vinyl dust cover, instruction manual, cutting width gauge, needle
threader, package of needles, and 4 thread spools

Offers extra clearance when placing multiple layers of bulky fabric under
the presser foot.
More people own Singer® sewing machines than all other brands
combined.
25-year manufacturer’s defects, 2-year electric and electronic
components, and 90-day parts and labor.

Wide Open Threading

Needle Threader

Integrated Thread Cutter

